Therapy Algorithms

_Preamble:_
Therapy options shown in the algorithms are based on the current AGO recommendations, but cannot represent all evidence-based treatment options, since prior therapies, performance status, comorbidities, patient preference, special tumor biology etc. must be taken into account for the actual treatment choice. Normally only recommendations with the recommendation grades AGO+ and AGO++ are taken into account.

In individual cases, other evidence-based treatment options (not listed here) may also be appropriate and justified. After failure of effective standard treatments discussion in a molecular tumor board should be considered.

Regardless of approval status, the algorithms only take into account drugs that were available in Germany at the time the algorithm was last updated.
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- **Version 2021-2023:**
  Schneeweiss / Bauerfeind / Fehm / Müller / Thill / Thomssen / Witzel / Wöckel / Janni

- **Version 2024:**
  Schneeweiss/ Müller with the Breast Committee of the AGO

**Format legend:**
- Definitions, features, parameters
- Therapy with grade of recommendation AGO+ or AGO++
- Therapy with grade of recommendation AGO+/-(case by case decision)
- Recommended path with grade of recommendation AGO+ oder AGO++
- Crossing without transition
- Path of case by case decision (grade of recommendation AGO+/−)
- Arrow points to the next therapy option
- AGO++
  AGO grade of recommendation of this path
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